150mm 30N CONCRETE
225mm SUB-BASE TO CLAUSE 804
COMPACTED WITH WHACKER PLATE

SECTION THROUGH TYPICAL FOOTPATH / GRAVEL VERGE
SCALE 1:20

SECTION THROUGH HEADSTONE SLAB
SCALE 1:20

PROPOSED FOOTPATH FINISH
(Brush and Trowel)

600x100 30N CONC
HEADSTONE SLAB WITH
3NO H12 BARS SAWCUT
AT 7m CRSS (50mm DEEP)

TOPSOIL ROTAVATED, RAKED & SEEDED

150mm SUB-BASE TO CLAUSE 804
COMPACTED WITH WHACKER PLATE

H12 BARS

Ski drawing and any design hereon is the copyright of the
Consultants and must not be reproduced without written consent.
All drawings remain the property of the Consultants.
Figured dimension only to be taken from this drawing.
All alterations to be checked on site.
Consultants to be informed immediately of any
discrepancies before work proceeds.
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